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General Description
=============
The Networked Distribution System (NDS) is an ideal solution for distributing kiosks where people can
get your free magazines, catalogs, or other publication as well as other items such notecards, landmarks,
gifts, demos, etc. They can also get links to your websites, SL Marketplace store, or profile page and can
send you an email or check your online status. You can even set it to display interactive web media.

The NDS Server can also accept remote requests from publications created with The Creative Publisher
(sold separately). This feature enables you to set up your publications with buttons for users to touch to
get the latest version of the publication (or other publications, gifts, notecards, etc.) you put in your NDS
Server. The combination of the NDS and The Creative Publisher is a highly flexible and effective
marketing tool.

The NDS is comprised of the following two components:

- NDS Remote: A copyable, transferable information kiosk where people can get items and information
stored in your NDS Server
- NDS Server: A copyable, non-transferable server where you store the items and information accessible
from associated NDS Remotes.

You put all the information and inventory items into the NDS Server. The NDS Server contains a Config
notecard where you specify what is available via the NDS Remote(s), as well as the texture shown on the
Remote(s) and the touch sensitive areas (TouchPoints). TouchPoint technology gives you complete
flexibility to customize the appearance and functionality of the NDS Remotes, and change it all from the
associated NDS Server without having to go to or replace any NDS Remotes.

What's in the Box?
============
The NDS includes a Server and several style Remotes that have been configured to demonstrate how
they work and as a starting point for creating your own Server and Remotes. The box also contains utility
scripts that will help you set up your own NDS Server and Remote. The NDS components have the
following permissions as delivered:

NDS Server object: Modify / Copy / No Transfer
NDS Server scripts: No Modify / Copy / No Transfer
NDS Server Config notecard: Modify / Copy / Transfer
NDS Log Config notecard: Modify / Copy / Transfer

NDS Remote objects (9 styles): Modify / Copy / Transfer
NDS Remote scripts: No Modify / Copy / Transfer



NDS Remote Config notecards: Modify / Copy / Transfer

NDS Remote Demo: No-Modify / Copy / No Transfer

Utility scripts: No Modify / Copy / No Transfer

Try the NDS Remote Demo First
=====================
The delivery box includes several "NDS Remote [style x]" and "NDS Remote Demo" objects. The Demo
version will connect to my server when you rez it and will let you try all the buttons. You cannot modify
it to connect to your server and you cannot transfer it. The other Remotes (NDS Remote [style x]) non-
demo versions give you full permissions (except scripts which are no-mod) so you can use them as a
starting point to make your own copyable/transferable. remotes that connect to your own Server.

After you try the NDS Remote Demo, proceed to the following section to set up a Remote and Server
you can use as a starting point to make your own.

General Setup
=========
You can either use the included NDS Server and/or Remotes, or make your own and copy the scripts and
Config notecards to it. The Server and Remote can be just one prim each, however Remotes can also be
a multiple prim linkset.. Just make sure you put the scripts in the root prim and set the correct link and
face numbers when you specify the Remote texture and media prim on the Server Config notecard.

I recommend you first follow the steps below to set up an example Server and Remote so you can see
how it works. Then you can create your own texture for the Remote and set up the Config notecards and
Server contents for your applications.

NDS Server Setup
============
1. Rez the included Server. For now, ignore the ServerCode that is shown in chat when the Server starts.

2. Open the !NDS Server Config notecard in the Server for editing. You will see the parameters used for
the example. You will later replace them values for your own application.

3. Put a unique ID for your Server on the first line after ServerID=. It can be any alphanumeric string or
phrase. Think of the Server ID as a permanent identifier that Remotes will use to communicate with it.
CAUTION: If you plan to have more than one Server, make sure each Server has a different ServerID.

4. Save the Server Config notecard. The Server will read the notecard then chat a ServerCode. You will
need to copy this code to the !NDS Remote Config notecard during the Remote setup steps below.
Example: ServerCode=d6a9fe5bd2bfa9addb141c432e167a8bf818f855df2c5d4bc5d501ad097584e0c6b9

CAUTION: Do NOT change the ServerID (step 3 above) after you copy the ServerCode to Remotes.
Changing the ServerID will result in a different ServerCode that will require replacing all Remotes that
have been created with the previous ServerCode.



NDS Remote Setup
============
1. Rez one of the included NDS Remotes (other than the demo). You will initially get an error message
and the Remote hover text will show OFFLINE in red.

2. Right-click on the Remote and select Edit.

3. Set the Remote's Next Owner permission to No-Modify. Set the Copy and Transfer permissions as you
desire for your application. You can enable copy or transfer or both.

4. Select the Contents tab and set the Next Owner permissions on the four scripts and !NDS Remote
Config notecard the same as you set in step 3. You can set next owner permissions by right clicking the
script or notecard, then selecting "Properties".

5. Open the !NDS Remote Config notecard for editing.

6. Copy the ServerCode (NOT the ServerID) chatted in the previous section to the first line of the Remote
Config notecard (ServerCode=), replacing the line that was there. Your code will be different. Don't
change any of the other parameters. They are pre-configured to match the Remote style.

7. Save the !NDS Remote Config notecard.

8. Your Remote should now be communicating with your Server. Try the various buttons on the Remote
to see how the example works. If the communications is not working, touch the Server to restart it
and/or reset the scripts in the Remote. CAUTION: If you have more than one Server rezzed, make sure
each one has a unique ServerID. Otherwise your Remotes may randomly communicate with one Server
or the other.

9. Take a copy of the Server and Remote into your inventory. Save it for future reference

The following sections provide guidance on customizing the Server and Remote for you application:

Create the graphic to be shown on the NDS Remote
==================================
Create your graphic (texture) offline using a program such as PowerPoint, Gimp, etc. Include images of
all buttons, icons, thumbnails, etc., for which you want to define touch sensitive areas (TouchPoints) and
associated actions. Upload the graphic to Second Life. You will specify its uuid on the !NDS Server Config
notecard (PushTexture=).

Create your !NDS Server Config notecard
===========================
Create your custom !NDS Server Config notecard using the one in the Server example as a starting point.
The instruction manual in the delivery box includes detailed formats and examples.

You can use the !NDS TouchPoint Finder script to simplify finding the TouchPoint coordinates for the
buttons, icons, thumbnails, etc., on your texture. If you have a working example Server from the
previous sections, copy your texture uuid to the second line of the !NDS Server Config notecard



(PushTexture=). Otherwise you can manually apply it to your Remote. Drop the !NDS TouchPoint Finder
script into the Remote. This script will chat the x,y coordinates of each point you touch on the prim face.
To get a set of coordinates for a touch sensitive area, touch any two diagonally opposite corners of the
desired area. Copy the 4 numbers (2 for each corner), separated by commas, to the coordinate section
of the associated TouchPoint= parameter on the !NDS Server Config notecard. See the Server example
and the above notecard for details.

Suggestion: Use the !NDS TouchPoint Finder "Pause" button to stop the operation of the Remote while
you are getting the TouchPoint coordinates. You can use the "Resume" button to resume operation of
the Remote. When you are done, use the "Finished" button to resume operation and delete the !NDS
TouchPoint Finder script.

If you are using the SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE functions, you will need to get the SecurityCode for the
associated Subscriber Kiosk. Drop the "Subscriber SecurityCode" script in the SK Master Kiosk (not the
NDS Server or Remote). The script will chat the SecurityCode (a very long alpha-numeric code), then
delete itself. Copy the security code to the !NDS Server Config notecard line that specifies the
SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE function.

Create your !NDS Remote Config notecard
============================
If you are using one of the Remote styles included in the kit, and have already set the correct
ServerCode, you don't need to do anything else with the !NDS Remote Config notecard. However, if you
have modified or created your own style Remote, you will need to get the correct prim (link) and face
numbers for the main texture and media. Drop the !NDS Face Finder script into your Remote and touch
a desired face. The face will flash and the touched link and face number will be shown in chat. Enter that
information on the !NDS Remote Config notecard. See the instruction manual in the delivery box
includes detailed formats and examples. Be sure to delete the !NDS Face Finder script when you are
done.

Create your !NDS Log Config notecard
==========================
Create your custom !NDS Log Config notecard using the one in the Server example as a starting point.
The instruction manual in the delivery box includes detailed formats and examples of the parameters on
the !NDS Log Config notecard. Also see the "Logging and Reporting" section below.

Final Setup
============
If not already installed, drop the !NDS Server Config and !NDS Log Config notecards into the NDS Server.
Also drop in all inventory items referenced from the Config notecard, e.g., notecards, landmarks, gift
objects, etc. Touch the Server to initialize it. Check for error messages and correct any errors.

Test all functions on the NDS Remote to make sure everything works. This will avoid the embarrassment
of having to recall and reissue Remotes.

Take a copy of your Server and Remote into inventory for backup. You can now distribute copies of your
Remote and it will remain associated with this Server anywhere on the grid and regardless of who owns
it.



Creating Additional Servers and Associated Remotes
===================================
Once you have a working Server and Remote, you can use them as the starting point for creating
additional Servers and associated remotes. In addition to creating different textures and Touchpoints,
you can establish Server/Remote associations as follows::

1. Enter a new, unique ServerID on the !NDS Server Config notecard. Each Server you own must have a
unique (different) ServerID.

2. Save the notecard and the Server will chat a new ServerCode.

3. Enter the new ServerCode on the !NDS Remote Config notecard.

4. Save the notecard. The Server and Remote are now associated and should be communicating.

Logging and Reporting
===============
The NDS Server includes limited logging and reporting. The parameters on the !NDS Log Config notecard
determine which transactions are saved as records in the log file as well as other aspects of logging and
reporting. Due to script memory limits, built-in logging is limited to 80 records, or the value specified for
MaxRecords=, whichever is less. Once the log contains the maximum number of records, the oldest
record is deleted when a new record is added. Therefore it is recommended you set AutoEmail=YES so
that the log is emailed to you when the records in the previous email have been deleted. Otherwise
otherwise you will start losing records.

You can customize which types of transactions are logged via the Log= parameter lines. While it is
possible to log any number of different transaction types, It is recommended you minimize the number
of different transaction types you log do to the limited log size.

When the Server owner touches the Server, a popup menu will be presented with the following buttons:

List Remotes: Chats to the owner a time/date stamped list of the name, owner, and location of each
Remote.

List Log: Chats to the owner a time/date stamped list of the name, owner, and locations of each Remote
as well as the user, type of transaction and name of associated item for each transaction type specified
in a Log= line on the !NDS Log Config notecard.

Email: Emails the contents of the log to the specified email address. Emails will include all logged
transactions, as well as a record for each Remote that did not have any logged transactions.

Start Server: Re-starts the server and reads the config notecards without clearing the log.

Clear All: Clears the logs but does not re-read the config notecards. Includes the option for emailing the
log before clearing to prevent loss of records.

Cancel: Cancels the popup without any action. Please use the Cancel button rather than the Ignore
button.



Question? Problems? Suggestions?
=======================
Send me an IM and/or notecard. I'm always happy to help and try to respond within 24 hours. Usually
sooner.

Fred Allandale - CEO
Subscriber Kiosk Products
Night Sky Creations

====================
DISCLAIMER
====================

THIS PRODUCT IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT
OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE PRODUCT.


